We give an alternative proof to a theorem by P. Scott that surface groups have the locally extended residually finite (LERF) property, using combinatorial properties of tilings of the hyperbolic plane.
Introduction
A group G is said to be locally extended residually finite (LERF) if, for any finitely generated subgroup S of G and any element g of G -S, there exists a finite index subgroup H of G such that S c H and gr When we take S = {1} we obtain the definition of residual finiteness.
For example, Fuchsian groups are LERF: this is a theorem due to Scott; see 1-5] and 1.6] (and [2] for another proof). It seems that there are also works by R. Gitik and by G. A. Niblo which generalize Scott's theorem, but the author has not seen them.
Since any Fuchsian group contains a closed orientable surface fundamental group as a finite index subgroup, and a group having an LERF subgroup of finite index is itself LERF we concentrate on the latter groups. Namely, we prove:
Let F be a closed orientable surface. Then 7zl(F ) is LERF.
The approach for constructing subgroups is the same as the one used by Scott: we use the natural correspondence between subgroups of the fundamental group, and covering spaces. However, the key point of the proof presented here relies on a combinatorial argument, rather than on a geometric-analytic one.
The motivation for this work can be stated as follows: tessellations allow us to visualize algebraic properties of groups, as in Chapter 2 of [3] . The question 
Proof of Theorem A
If X is a topological subspace of some space, int(X) means the topological interior of X. The boundary of a manifold X is denoted by t3X. A surface is a connected orientable two-dimensional manifold.
Let m be an integer greater than 1. We consider first a regular quadrilateral in the hyperbolic plane H2, with angle 2n/4(2m-1) (Fig. 1) ; this is possible since m>l.
We consider the "stripe" formed by 2m-1 copies of this quadrilateral, identified along their sides labeled cl and c'i (Fig. 2) . We label and orient the remaining sides as in Fig. 2 , and obtain a 4m-sided polygon.
Identifying the sides according to these labelings and orientations gives a closed orientable surface, whose Euler characteristic is easy to calculate: one vertex, 2m edges, and one face. Hence, z(F) = 2 -2m and F is a closed surface of genus m. The hyperbolic metric on each quadrilateral extends to one on F; the only point to check is that the sum of the angles around the vertex is 2n. However, there are 2m -1 quadrilaterals, hence 4 x (2m -1) angles of measure 2n/4(2m -1) each.
So, when looking at the universal covering of F, which, according to the above, We choose a diagonal for one quadrilateral (see Fig. 1 ), and consider one of the two triangles thus formed. The group of hyperbolic motions generated by reflections about its sides is a hyperbolic triangle group (denoted by T(4(2m-1), 4(2m -1), 2(2m -1)); see [4] ). There is a group of hyperbolic motions associated with tessellation by the quadrilaterals: it is the index 2 subgroup of the above group, formed by the orientation-preserving motions. We call this subgroup G,,.
By classical covering space theory we get that, once a base point has been fixed in H z, the fundamental group of any of its quotient surfaces by subgroups of G m can be identified with a group of hyperbolic motions. For example, nl(F) can be seen as a subgroup of Gm of index 2m -1.
We now begin the proof of Theorem A. Let S be a finitely generated subgroup of gl(F) and let s o be an element of it not in S. We denote by sl ..... s, a system of generators for S, and consider the quotient of H 2 by the action of S. It is a surface without boundary, since it is a covering space of F, and we call it ,9 a. By definition of G,, there exist n + 1 quadrilaterals containing the translates of N2's base point by the s~'s. We join, on H E , these translates with the base point, with paths avoiding the vertices of the quadrilaterals, and consider the (finite) set of quadrilaterals that they visit. We call q/1 the connected subset of H z formed by the set of all translates of these quadrilaterals through the action of S. So q/1 is an infinite union of quadrilaterals, but its quotient by S, called q/', is a finite one and subset of 5 e. Because of our choice for the paths, int(q/1) is connected.
The unions of quadrilaterals q/' and q/~ may not be surfaces; if this happens it is only at a finite number of points, all being vertices. However, we can define the notion of boundary component for such spaces: we define it as a simple curve obtained as a union of free edges.
Since the number of boundary components of q/' is necessarily finite (for q/' is a finite union of quadrilaterals), the number of boundary components of ~1 is also finite, up to the action of S.
The bounded boundary components are simple loops in H 2 and hence bound disks in it, and since these loops are formed as unions of free edges of q/~ these disks are unions of quadrilaterals. We add these disks and their translates to ~1 and call the resulting space q/2. The important fact is that d//2 contains no more bounded boundary components. Its quotient by the action of S is finite, and we call it q/". Claim 1. q/" is a surface.
Proof Suppose not, then there exists a vertex in q/", hence in q/2, such that it is shared by (at least) two quadrilaterals, but is not an ordinary boundary point (Fig. 3) .
Since int(q/2) is connected there exist two paths in it joining the origin to these two quadrilaterals. Transform these paths into a loop by joining their ends with a little arc a which passes through the vertex. This loop bounds a disk, and because there are free edges of q/2 meeting the interior of the disk there must exist some boundary component of q/2, necessarily a bounded one, contained in the disk. This contradicts the fact that q/2 possesses no more bounded boundary components.
[] Let x be a vertex in a surface obtained as a union of quadrilaterals, a quotient of H2 by a subgroup of Gin. We define the degree of x, d(x), as the number of quadrilaterals in this suface having x as a vertex. Hence, 1 < d(x) < 4(2m -1).
We wish to apply the following proposition, whose proof is postponed to Section 3, to the surface q/": So it suffices to check two conditions:
1. The degree of any vertex in 5g is equal to 4(2m -I). 2. The degree of any vertex on the boundary of q/" is less than k -1.
The former follows from the fact that 5~ is a covering space of F, as for the latter it may not be satisfied by q/". So we modify ~" as follows.
We define the complexity c(q/) of a surface ~' consisting of a finite union of quadrilaterals and contained in ~ as the pair of integers:
(number of free edges of ~', ~ d(x)), where x runs through all the vertices of the boundary components of q/. We order complexities with the lexicographic order.
We prove:
Claim 2. Let Xo be a vertex on a boundary component of old such that d(xo) = k -1, and let Q be the only quadrilateral in 5 r havin 9 x o as a vertex and whose interior misses q_i. Then either of the followin 9 occurs:
1. ql u Q is not a surface at some vertex of Q.
c(ql w Q) < c(ql).
Proof Q meets q/along at least two edges. If it is three or four, then the number of free edges for q/w Q is less than for q/, and c(q/w Q) < e(q/). So we assume from now on that the number of edges common to 0//and Q is just two. Notice that in this case the number of free edges remains the same for q/w Q and og. There are two cases: Q meets ~ along three vertices or four vertices. In the latter case q/w Q is not a surface at a vertex x of Q. In the former case the result is a surface and we can calculate the total degree of the boundary vertices as follows: in q/w Q the vertex Xo of degree k -1 in q/has disappeared from the boundary, while one of degree 1 has appeared; the two remaining vertices of~ n Q have seen their degrees increased by 1 each. So considering the total degree before and after adding Q to q/we see that it has decreased by k -4. Since k > 4 we are done.
[]
In the case ~ u Q is not a surface we can construct a bounded boundary component as in Claim l's proof, since int(q/w Q) is connected. We cap off bounded boundary components with disks, as in Claim 1, and get a new surface in 5e. The number of free boundary edges for U has of course decreased with respect to that of ~, since boundary components capped off with disks disappear. So c(~) is smaller than c(q/).
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This means that by applying Claim 2 inductively to q/" and capping off bounded boundary components with disks as above, we will eventually obtain a finite surface in 5 e, q/tPJ, either closed or having no more vertices of degree k -1 on its boundary.
If ~tP) is not a closed surface, by Proposition 1 we get a closed one, obtained as a finite union of quadrilaterals q/tP) such that:
1. ql tpJ is a surface, quotient of ~2 by the action of a subgroup of Gm because all degrees at vertices are equal to k. 2. q/tp) contains ~//' because it contains q/tp). 3. nl(q/tp~) contains 6e but not s o, since q/' ~ q/tP).
There is a finite index subgroup H in G,, corresponding to the universal covering H2 ~ q/tp). The subgroup H n nl(F) has the required properties with respect to S and s o in nl (F) .
Proof of Proposition 1 Proposition 1. Let ql be a surface consisting of a finite union of quadrilaterals. Let m be an integer greater than 1. Suppose that: (i) the degree of any vertex lying in ql -t3~ll is k = 4(2m -1), and (ii) any vertex lying in t3ql has degree less than k -I, then there exists a closed surface consisting of a finite union of quadrilaterals 4, containing ag, such that the degree of any vertex is k.
Proof. For convenience we orient each edge in q/in such a way that edges of any pair of opposite sides of any quadrilateral have a coherent orientation. All identifications of quadrilaterals along edges will be understood to respect these orientations. We now make a definition. Let x be a vertex in H 2 endowed with its tessellation by quadrilaterals; denote by Q(x) the set of k quadrilaterals sharing x. A wedge of quadrilaterals is a union W of r quadrilaterals in Q(x) such that r < k and W is a surface. So in particular x is an ordinary boundary point of I4. The two edges of W containing x are called the attaching edges of IV.
We break the proof into several steps:
Step 1. There is a union of quadrilaterals "U containing q/, such that the degree of any vertex in a'//" is 1 or 2. Moreover, any component of t3~ consists of an even number of edges.
Proof of Step 1.
If there is no vertex of degree greater than 2 on 0q/and all the boundary components have an even number of edges we are done. If some component, say C, does not satisfy these requirements we consider the two cases: C has more than one vertex (Case 1) and C has exactly one vertex (Case 2). (Fig. 4) . We first orient C. Then we begin at any vertex x o of C of degree k -r 0 at least 2. We call e and e' the two edges of 0q/ containing x o. We glue to ~ a wedge W o of ro quadrilaterals by gluing, edge to edge, the attaching edges of W o to e ~ e', so that Xo becomes an interior vertex of q/w 14/o. We go to the next vertex of C ("next" with respect to C's orientation), and pursue the operation of gluing wedges until we reach xp, the vertex before x o on C. Because of the hypothesis on degrees of vertices on C we know that, for all i, 0<i<p, the vertex xl has degree at most k-I in o~ k..) W 0 k.. into an interior vertex and obtain a boundary component with one vertex of degree 2.
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Case 1: There Is More than One Vertex on C
Ifd(xo)---d<k-2in~Citisd+2in~wW
o and we glue a wedge W1 of k -d -2 quadrilaterals about Xo.
In each case we obtained the degrees we wanted to obtain.
Let us compute the number of edges. In Case 1 C had p + 1 vertices, p > O, and the surface to consider is ~' u Wo u"" u W~,
where q = p -1 or q = p according to whether xv's degree in ~Y is equal to k -2 or less than k -2. We denote by rl the number of quadrilaterals forming W~; then the number of free edges coming from the wedges is ~i~-~ 2rl, and hence is even.
In Case 2 we consider first the case d(xo) = k -2. We have glued a quadrilateral about Xo and obtained a boundary component with one vertex, hence one edge: we again glue a quadrilateral along this edge and obtain a boundary component with three vertices; two of degree 1 and one of degree 4. We apply Case 1 and according to the above calculation we are done. Next we consider the case where
we have glued a quadrilateral and a wedge W 1, so we obtain a boundary component with more than one vertex, so we can apply Case 1 here also. The above can be undergone for each component of ~/ not satisfying the requirements of Step 1.
Step 2. There is a union of quadrilaterals ~' containing ~f" such that each boundary component of ~' contains exactly two vertices, each having degree equal to either 2 or 4. Proof of Step 2. Take two disjoint copies of U, ~i and ~2, and paste them along part of their boundaries in the following way: identify only one pair of edges out of two; see Fig. 6 .
Since any component of 0~ consists of an even number of edges we can perform this operation. The resulting union of quadrilaterals ~V" has the desired properties.
Step 3. There is a union of quadrilaterals ~V containing ~' such that each boundary component contains exactly two vertices, both having the same degree: 2, 4, or 6.
Proof of Step 3.
Here again take two copies of ~", ~v" x and ~//~, and change the orientations of ~//-~'s edges. Then identify U'~ and ~ along one edge of each of their corresponding boundary components, but only for those boundary components having vertices of different degrees (according to Step 2 one has to be 2 and the other 4). Since we have reversed orientations of edges, a vertex of degree 2 on 0~r"t will be identified with one of degree 4 on ~, and vice versa. The conclusion follows.
Step 4. The surface ~ of Step 3 can be embedded in one satisfying the conditions at the conclusion of Proposition 1.
Proof of Step 4.
Write k = 6t + r, where 0 < r < 6, and bring t copies ~V'l, ~V2 ..... ~ of the surface ~V" whose existence is asserted in Step 3. Notice that, since k is even, r must be one of 0, 2 or 4.
If r = 0, glue the t copies as follows: each edge having its vertices of degree 6 in a boundary component of ~ is identified to the opposite edge of the corresponding boundary component of ~+~ for i = 1 ..... t-1, and the same is done for Yl/~t and ~"~. We now take k/4 copies of the resulting surface and do exactly the same thing as above for degree 6 for boundary components having degrees equal to 4.
At this point all degrees are equal to 2. We now take k/2 copies of this space and repeat the above process. After that we have a union of quadrilaterals as promised in Proposition 1.
If r = 2, apply the above trick to ~/V~ ..... ~ and the boundary components with degree 6 vertices, but do not identify the edges of ~VI and ~t/~t. We get a new union of quadrilaterals where each boundary component has two vertices of the same degree: 6t, 2, or 4; just glue one quadrilateral along each free edge having endpoints of degree 6t, and glue together the edges to be glued in order to get interior vertices of degree k there. So the remaining boundary degrees are 2 or 4 and we finish this case as in the case r = 0. If r = 4, then k/2 = 6(t/2) + 2 (recall that k is divisible by 4, hence t is divisible by 2). This time take t/2 copies of our union of quadrilaterals of Step 4 and apply the same trick again to ~W 1 ..... ~/tt/z and the boundary components with degree 6 vertices. We get a surface with two-edge boundary components, and boundary degrees equal to 6t/2, 2, or 4. We add one quadrilateral along each edge having an endpoint of degree 6t/2 (see Fig. 7 ), and get a new surface with six-edge boundary components and degrees equal either to 6t/2 + 2 = k/2 or to 1, and two-edge boundary components and degrees equal to 2 or 4. It suffices then to take two copies of this surface and to identify edges in such a way that points of degree k/2 are identified together (see Fig. 7 ).
The result is a union of quadrilaterals having two-edge boundary components and degrees equal to 2 or 4. We finish this case as in cases r = 0 and 2.
